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Piece Price

8-18%

Cost Breakdowns

6-13% 3-7%

Company Cost Model

Open Book 

Cost Model

Industry Cost Model

2-5%



“Supply chain professionals rely on cost information when making decisions, 

but have indicated a need for that information to be more accurate and 

effective. This report highlights the necessity for supply chain and finance 

departments to work more closely and adopt costing practices that are 

progressive and focused on informing internal decisions.”

- Abe Eshkenazi  CEO, ASCM

ASCM / IMA 2018 Survey of

Supply Chain Professionals

APICS News Center – January 18, 2018



The issues identified by the report are: "an over-reliance on external financial 

reporting systems, using outdated costing models as traditional accounting 

practices can no longer meet the challenges of today’s business environment, 

and accounting and finance’s resistance to change," since neither department 

routinely experiences "pressure to promote new, more appropriate practices 

within their organizations."

From APICS press release regarding joint IMA/APICS survey:



Buyers Can’t – and Shouldn’t – Trust 
Their Suppliers’ Quotes

Is it the suppliers’ fault?

Or is it the buyers’ fault?



o Cost estimates are generally based on a suppliers’ cost accounting systems and the 

majority of those systems are inappropriate, inaccurate and obsolete.

Why You Can’t Trust Your
Suppliers’ Quotes

It’s the suppliers’ fault…

o Suppliers are not trying to arrive at a “true” cost, but at a cost that will enable them to 

justify the highest possible price…their inappropriate, inaccurate and obsolete 

costing systems provide the plasticity to facilitate both quote gymnastics and 

“computational inexactitudes.”  
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Supplier Costing Methods Are Inaccurate, 
Inappropriate & Obsolete 

A costing model should provide a valid understanding and perception of reality.

Does this model provide a valid understanding and perception of reality?

Machine Hour-Based

Burden Rate



Supplier Costing Methods Are Inaccurate, 
Inappropriate & Obsolete 

Underlying assumptions…

oAll “burden” costs (e.g., depreciation, electricity, gas, 
operating supplies and maintenance materials as well as 
receiving, material handling, shipping, maintenance 
activities) are a linear function of direct labor dollars/hours 
or machine hours.

oAll selling, general and administrative costs (e.g., professional 
fees, office expenses and insurance as well as accounting, human 
resources, sales and marketing, engineering, quality control 
activities) are a linear function of total material, direct labor and 
burden dollars.

Neither of these assumptions is true



odetermine the cost of a purchased component or service.

Incorrect Methods are then Used to:



Incorrect Methods are then Used to:

o determine the effect sequencing has on the total “delivered” cost of a manufactured 
product to a customer.



Incorrect Methods are then Used to:

o determine the benefit of creating a manufacturing cell to replace three 
independent operations.



Incorrect Methods are then Used to:

o determine the cost of direct, but non-value adding activities like in-process 
movement and storage.



Incorrect Methods are then Used to:

o determine the cost of acquiring business for each market or customer served by 
the company.



Incorrect Methods are then Used to:

o determine the cost of outsourcing an in-process manufacturing activity.



Supplier Costing Methods Are Inaccurate, 
Inappropriate & Obsolete 

Why do suppliers continue to use this model?

o It complies with financial accounting’s rules which are designed 
to measure inventory and cost of goods sold for the organization 
as a whole – not for any sub-set of the organization.  It passes 
audit.

o It’s easy.

oNo one is pressuring them to improve product and customer 
costing accuracy by adopting a valid cost model of their 
organization.

o It facilitates the justification of desired outcomes without concern 
for the veracity of “the numbers.”



https://formingworld.com/labor-based-costing/

The Dangers of Direct Labor-Based Costing at Manufacturers

https://formingworld.com/labor-based-costing/


Buyers’ practices encourage quote gymnastics and “computational inexactitudes.”

Why Can’t You Trust Your
Suppliers’ Quotes?

It’s the buyers’ fault…

Buyers require cost information be presented in a single, one-size-fits-none format so 

customer’s must squeeze square pegs into round holes

Buyers create go/no-go rates that suppliers must meet even when they are unattainable

Buyers are not trying to arrive at a “true” cost, but at a cost that will enable them to 

justify the lowest possible price



Supplier Customer
Quoting

Supplier uses 

oversimplified 

and outdated 
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How Does Product Costing Work in the 

Auto Supply Industry? – The Reality
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Created Using Different Languages and Different Models



Supplier CustomerQuoting

Develop more 
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This requires a common language and common set of principles

How Can Buyers Encourage True 

Transparency and Collaboration?
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How Can Buyers Encourage True 

Transparency and Collaboration?

Customer behavior drives supplier behavior so buyers should…

o Develop cost breakdown requirements that prove they understand the issues 

involved in manufacturing the product you’re buying.

o Encourage suppliers to adopt costing models and practices that mirror 

economic reality   

o Eliminate the use of “ideal” rates as “go/no go” rates in negotiations
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Questions?



Thanks for Watching!


